
Harness the Power of the Cloud to Turbocharge the Management and

Maintenance of your Fire System so that it can do its job:

safeguard people and property

Imagine this - on any given college campus, the mission that tops the priority list is
ensuring unmatched protection for its students, faculty, staff, and visitors. But a campus isn't just a cluster of buildings, it's a complex

ecosystem with its own unique challenges and needs.

Enter cutting-edge technology, a game changer in navigating these challenges.  Advanced tools are transforming the landscape of facility
management, turbocharging ef�ciency, making sense of diverse information streams, and staying ahead of the game in preventive maintenance.

If you're picturing a high-tech wonderland, you're not far off. Higher education campuses are ripe for this technological leap and here's why.

Let's dive into the college tapestry - no two are alike. From quaint colleges brimming with old-world charm and aging infrastructure, to

sprawling modern universities, each has its unique �re and life safety requirements.

Adding to the complexity are our beloved students. Remember your �rst dorm room cooking

mishap or your roommate's obsession with candles? These college staples, along with overloaded power strips, pose signi�cant risks.

Now, add a single custom dashboard showing predictive maintenance, diagnostics, and reports on any connected devices. This technology puts
a universe of real-time management and maintenance information and analytics at your disposal even allowing you to troubleshoot issues

remotely and increase �rst time �xes.



And it gets better. This cloud-based solution not only connects �re system devices to a site’s

�oorplan but provides an aerial view across the entire campus. Technicians can then carry out guided inspections, shortening inspection times
and making service visits a breeze.

Even the complex world of tech support is made easy. Imagine a support call where the team can view your system, diagnose the issue, and

provide a real-time solution that helps lead towards on-site issue resolution.

Elevate your college campus with our cutting-edge cloud-based solution. This powerful platform helps you to manage and maintain your �re

system so that it can do its job: safeguard people and property.

For more information about creating an enhanced management and maintenance experience for �re and life safety of�cials, click here. 
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